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Grupo Segura is a metal-components manufacturing group that works with automakers 
worldwide to build safer and lighter vehicles, helping to improve fuel efficiency and reduce 
environmental impact. The company specializes in executing design, industrialization, and 
manufacturing processes at an international level, creating stamping dies and welding 
processes, as well as assembly and surface treatments. 

With operations in Spain, Hungary, China and growth plans in Latin America, the group knew 
that its custom ERP lacked the real-time visibility and information accuracy to keep up. It 
needed future-ready ERP. But to help ensure transformation success, Group Segura also 
needed specialized services and resources that would help its new cloud ERP solution 
align with the automotive industry’s specific requirements.

Grupo Segura: Enabling Digital 
Transformation and Market Success 
in a Highly Specialized Industry



Before: Challenges and Opportunities
• Adapt to fast-evolving automotive industry requirements and growth targets
• Get up and running quickly on a new intelligent infrastructure for ERP
• Bring manufacturing and engineer locations together on a single cloud platform
• Eliminate separate systems, processes, and reporting required for country localization

Why SAP and Sothis Enterprise Resource Planning S.L.
• SAP® Preferred Success services to meet functional requirements of the automotive industry while 

migrating to SAP S/4HANA® Cloud 
• Success checks during each stage to help ensure continuous quality and full alignment with a faster, 

low-risk road map for integrating SAP S/4HANA Cloud and existing IT landscapes
• Hardware and software testing and integration support included in the SAP Preferred Success offering
• Continuous support and fast response to go-live issues and other critical events from partner Sothis 

After: Value-Driven Results
• Reduced implementation costs using the SAP Activate methodology and SAP Best Practices packages
• Increased process transparency and control using a quality gate management approach
• Improved ERP performance while significantly lowering maintenance and infrastructure costs 
• Maximized user adoption and compliance with implemented process changes
• Enabled proactive risk mitigation with powerful trend analysis and collaboration and governance tools

Accelerating Automotive Innovation on SAP S/4HANA® Cloud 
with SAP® Preferred Success

“SAP S/4HANA Cloud and SAP Preferred Success 
are the best partners for our transformation and 
digitalization journey.”
Alberto España, Chief Digital Officer, Grupo Segura 

Grupo Segura
Valencia, Spain 
www.fsegura.com

Industry
Automotive

Employees
1,000

Revenue
€105 million

Products and Services
Design and manufacture 
of metal components for 
automobiles

Featured Solutions and Services
SAP S/4HANA Cloud and
SAP Preferred Success

80%
Reduction in hardware and 
software costs

45%
Lower implementation costs 
using SAP Activate and 
SAP Best Practices

Featured Partner
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Meeting and exceeding automotive industry expectations for innovation and value is an 
all-hands effort at Grupo Segura. It requires end-to-end process orchestration from initial 
design to final delivery to help ensure that value is not only created but maximized at each 
stage of the operation. That’s why seamless collaboration between people and integration 
across processes is a key driver in Grupo Segura’s digital transformation journey, and why 
its legacy ERP solution needed to be replaced.

To make the move to SAP S/4HANA® Cloud as low risk and high value as possible, Grupo 
Segura followed the SAP® Preferred Success plan with services and resources designed 
to enable faster user adoption and quicker business results. The plan included automobile 
industry–specific recommendations to optimize functionality in SAP S/4HANA Cloud, a 
tailored learning strategy to help get users up and running quickly, and proactive risk 
analysis and rapid response to critical go-live issues. The company also received 
continuous support from partner Sothis Enterprise Resource Planning S.L.

Today, with SAP S/4HANA Cloud, Grupo Segura is quickly closing the gaps between 
people, processes, and locations, thanks to integrated data and workflows that are much 
easier to navigate.

Following a Plan to Maximize Value at 
Each Stage of Implementation and Beyond

Reduction in 
upgrade costs

Estimated reduction 
in maintenance and 
operating costs

60%

“SAP Preferred Success delivered support for 
onboarding and guidance on maximizing value 
from SAP S/4HANA Cloud. We also received 
regular updates to understand the process 
impacts of the latest upgrades and innovations.”
Alberto España, Chief Digital Officer, Grupo Segura

75%


